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MTG celebrates CEO’s anniversary
Guido Gerdemann manages the German company
for five years already
Hamburg, January 30th 2018. On February 1st 2018, it’s been five years since Guido Gerdemann
became managing director of MTG Marinetechnik GmbH. In 2013 he was already working for the
naval firm in various positions for ten years. Although he continued on MTG‘s successful path he
wanted to immerse even deeper in the procurement process. So he drove efforts to enhance the
portfolio with consulting services additional to the general concept, such as: requirements
management, simulations, cost analysis, evaluations regarding tactical and operative questions as
well as solutions for every certain area of a ship. To meet complex customer expectations, he made
sure that every service fulfilled the IPP/IPD- and the CPM-requirements. Like many of his employees
Gerdemann spent several years in the German Navy and is able to connect the industry and the
contracting authority with his knowlegde.
He shares his longing for the sea and his passion for ships with every single member of his staff
though: „Even after 15 years I love seeing that we focus an our project with a huge drive and
motivation. Interdisciplinary teamwork and the commitment of my employees are two of our factors
of success.“
MTG Marinetechnik GmbH
The original concept behind the founding of MTG Marinetechnik was born in 1966 from desire of the
German Federal Ministry of Defence to bring together the strategic knowledge surrounding the
overall concept of naval ships in one place away from production sites. The aim was to create a center
of expertise for maritime concerns in order to identify and develop ideal solutions, without the
economic pressure of production utilization levels. From the very start, the company was designed as
an independent and self-sufﬁcient consulting firm. For this reason, MTG Marinetechnik soon took on
tasks, not only for the German Navy, but also for other navies and industrial companies. Today more
than 50 experts in the fields of naval architecture, marine engineering, electrical engineering,
weaponry, telecommunications engineering and computer science work together on projects on an
interdisciplinary basis. An independent and unbiased consulting is the highest priority for the
company to provide the ideal approach for every client. For more information, please visit mtgmarinetechnik.de.
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